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"An irreverent, modern-day, romantic comedy!" The Hutchinson sisters grew up under the piercing, pious stare of a preacher's wife. Plagued by her ever-disappointed refrain, "Well, it's not my favorite." Their
search to find their own way in the world has not been a screaming success. Gwenn is a good girl, a responsible girl ... a miserable girl. Her steady diet of vivid fantasies is the only part of her life she enjoys.
She daydreams of new parents, a more exciting job and an actual love life. She struggles to run a business as "The Organizer," while she stacks relationship carcasses in the closet of her own completely
unorganized life. Her only real friend is her younger sister, Rachel. Rachel is outgoing, risque and happily gay. The only people who don't know this little secret are her judgmental parents, Pastor Ed and
Shirley. Rachel struggles mightily to dodge her mother's constant attempts to set her up with "nice Christian boys"; while holding down a job at the bakery and keeping up with her rock-star girlfriend! Gwenn
uncovers a photo that brings her imaginary world careening into reality. She's forced to ask herself if wealthy artist Daniel Gregory is the answer she's been seeking or a grand delusion. Break-ups,
meltdowns, family secrets, wild nights and finally a journey of self-discovery to exotic New Zealand keep Gwenn and Rachel stumbling toward independence. So grab your parka and join the Hutchinson girls,
as they experience the Lake Effect in Duluth, Minnesota!"
Observations of neutrinos being emitted by the supernova SN1987A, star neutrinos, and atmospheric neutrinos have provided new insights into astronomy, as well as new unresolved phenomena such as the
solar neutrino problem, spurring investigative studies among particle physicists and astrophysicists. One of the most important features of this book is its enumeration of a number of basic properties of
neutrinos and their relationship to Grand Unified Theories, focusing on the origin of the neutrino's mass and the generation mixing of neutrinos. All the kamiokande results, detector performances, and
complete references are included.
With over 70,000 copies of the first edition in print, this radical treatise on public education has been a New Society Publishers’ bestseller for 10 years! Thirty years in New York City’s public schools led John
Gatto to the sad conclusion that compulsory schooling does little but teach young people to follow orders like cogs in an industrial machine. This second edition describes the wide-spread impact of the book
and Gatto’s "guerrilla teaching." John Gatto has been a teacher for 30 years and is a recipient of the New York State Teacher of the Year award. His other titles include A Different Kind of Teacher (Berkeley
Hills Books, 2001) and The Underground History of American Education (Oxford Village Press, 2000).
This is an account of one of life's most painful experiences--the sudden death of a child. A mother's anguish compels her to examine beliefs about what comes after death and to explore ancient healing
methods in Mexico, Brazil, and Bali. At its core a spiritual odyssey, The Sacred Wound is about creating meaning from life-shattering events--events which can utterly destroy us or serve as a call to
extraordinary courage and growth.A life-shattering event is a modern day "sacred wound," a wounding so profound that it pierces the soul and penetrates the veils of who we are and what we think life is
about. Like a mythological hero, we will emerge from the ordeal another person. As the author says, "For three years grief was my consort, it became my teacher." This inspiring and searingly honest book is
about more than survival following the death of a loved one; it is about the gift in tragedy's other hand. It is about discovering the truth that love is the central experience of life and not simply mortality, and that
this truth can emerge in ways we can never predict or expect
The latest Professor Astro Cat adventure is perfect for curious young scientists who want to learn more about the ins and outs of the human body! Are our ears supposed to be a weird shape? Why do we
sneeze? What is the point in having skin? The human body is one of the most complicated things in the Universe. Join Professor Astro Cat and the whole gang as they journey through all the wondrous parts
of the human body, with the help of writer Dominic Walliman himself! From head to toe and everywhere in-between, there's nothing left out of this fascinating human body odyssey!
From the author of the bestselling book 50 Things to See with a Small Telescope, this colorful edition explores the constellations with young readers, guiding them to dozens of galaxies, nebulae, and star
clusters. Every page features a helpful "telescope view," showing exactly how objects appear through a small telescope or binoculars. While a member of the Mount Diablo Astronomical Society in California,
John Read taught thousands of students how to use telescopes and explore the night sky. Now, he's sharing this knowledge with you! Even without a telescope, this introduction to the night sky is essential
for every child's collection.
So where are your family and friends going to spend eternity - heaven or hell? You can make the difference. I hear many Christians say, "I want to witness, but what do I say?" Many times the hardest part in
witnessing is just getting started. When fear grips or they get tongue tied Christians often wonder: "How do I segue this conversation onto the Gospel track?" This is a huge problem because if a Christian
does not know how to transition a conversation onto the Gospel track, then they will not be witnessing at all. This book is the solution that contains over 400 Icebreakers to help get you started. These
icebreakers are friendly and easy to use and they are listed by location so that you can witness to the lost wherever you go. Many Christians wait to share the Gospel until Christmas or Easter. Many times
that is too late because so many young people are killed instantly though car wrecks, drug overdoses or drive by shootings and even middle-aged people die suddenly of heart attacks or some other illness.
No one ever knows when their last day on earth will be. It will stir your compassion and give you the needed courage to witness to the lost wherever you go Please be kind, use loving boldness and remember
that God is love. All 400 icebreakers Icebreakers are organized in sections under headings: I Want to Witness, But What Do I Say - Around: Entertainment; Financial Affairs; Food; Healthcare; Holidays and
Special Times; the Great Outdoors; Shopping or Doing Errands; Sports, Work and Traveling. There is a handy INDEX in the back! Each section contains 7 to 9 different "object evangelism icebreakers." God
gave the ideas for these icebreakers when He revealed to me that Jesus taught using objects in his environment in Matthew 13 using parables. Christians can witness like Jesus did through taking an object
and making a comment that relates to the Gospel in some way, which makes a great transition or segue into the topic of the Gospel. For e.g.: WATER - "This water reminds me of the living water. Have you
ever had any of that water?" Or DOOR - "This door reminds me of what Jesus said (John 10:9) that He is the DOOR to eternal life. Have you ever walked through that door?" Or DOWNLOAD - "Downloading
this file or picture reminds me of the time I downloaded Jesus into my heart. Have you ever done that download?" SALT & PEPPER - "These salt and pepper shakers remind me of the Kingdom of Light and
the Kingdom of darkness." Or BREAD - This bread reminds me of what Jesus said: "I Am the Bread of Life. He who comes to Me will never go hungry," (John 6:35). Or SUGAR - This sugar reminds me of
how sweet it is to trust in Jesus. After you say the icebreaker, you LISTEN to what they say in response and then be led by the spirit in what you say next. It is a "no fail" way to witness to the lost because,
even if they do not accept Jesus at that moment, the object is still there to continue to remind them of what you said long after you are gone. After you say the icebreaker, the chapter "Truth to Say to 13 False
Religions" will help you even more to witness to: Atheists & Evolutionists, Buddhists, Hindus, Jehovah Witnesses, Jewish people, Mormons, Muslims, New Agers, Scientologists, Unitarian Universalists and
Homosexuals and Lesbians. There is also a chapter called Prophetic Evangelism that teaches you how to witness using a word of knowledge that God gives you to deliver a prophetic word to witness to the
lost. There are several testimonies that show you, "Yes, it works!" About Rev. Susan Nazarewicz: Susan graduated from the UNC at Chapel Hill (B.A.); RHEMA Bible Training College, Victory World Missions
Training Center, Church On the Move School of Ministry and Prophetic Age Ministries Institute and is ordained by John G. Lake Ministries. She works as a prayer partner at Oral Roberts Ministries at the
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Abundant Life Prayer Group and is a member at RHEMA Bible Church in Tulsa, OK where she sings in the choir.

Is this world all that exists, or are there one or more invisible dimensions in the universe that also harbor sentient beings? In The Astral Plane: Its Scenery, Inhabitants and
Phenomena, esoterica expert C.W. Leadbeater brings together centuries of information about one much-hypothesized-about realm, the so-called astral plane. Whether you are a
believer in unseen phenomenon or a skeptic, it makes for a fascinating read.
Young readers (and cats!) discover the wonders our solar systems as they travel to each of the planets in turn!
Textbook of Clinical Neuropsychiatry provides a comprehensive, encyclopedic and up to date coverage of the complete range of neuropsychiatric disorders. The text is clearly
written and well organized, utilizing a consistent and easy to read format throughout. Part I describes the diagnostic assessment of patients and details the interview, mental
status examination, neurologic examination and ancillary investigations. Part II provides a thorough description of the clinical features of the signs, symptoms and syndromes
seen in neuropsychiatric practice, with special emphasis on the multiple disorders and lesions that may cause them. Part III goes on to present virtually all of the specific
disorders seen in neuropsychiatric practice, in each case detailing clinical features, course, etiology, differential diagnosis and treatment. The authoritativeness,
comprehensiveness and lucid organization of Textbook of Clinical Neuropsychiatry make it an essential reference for psychiatrists and neurologists alike, and for students in
those disciplines.
Professor Astro Cat: the expert in just about anything. In this book, he's showing off everything he knows about space.
Biogenic amines are bioactive compounds distributed in foods of all origins. Apart from their fundamental role in many bodily functions, there has recently been great interest in
their toxicological potential, much research is being carried out to understand their occurrence related to both desired and undesired fermentative phenomena, chemical spoilage,
low hygienic conditions, wrong handling, and criticism about technological factors of process and storage conditions. All these causes can contribute to a higher content of
biogenic amines in food, particularly of those hazardous to human health. This book aims to collect scientific studies looking for new tools to limit the over-production of biogenic
amines in food, search for new food sources of biogenic amines, and to spotlight the concept of safe food and bioactive amines content.
Use the power of Eastern Astrology to unleash your prosperity potential. This Book enables everyone to use the power of cycles pertaining to the planets for personal financial
gain. In a search to alleviate the massive problems humanity has concerning financial lack Joni focused on the issues of money and astrology. Through self analysis she found
the many deep rooted emotional issues we use to imprison ourselves. It is actually our relationship with money that reveals our own self worth. We innately believe money is bad
and poverty buys us a ticket to heaven. All these deep seated beliefs are instilled in us at a very early age. But by understanding that money is energy we can shift our mindset
from poverty to prosperity. Cycles of the Planets have influenced the cycles of our social climate and financial trends. These cycles are the natural trends that create balance.
With knowledge of the future trends you can make your plans accordingly with the advantage of this powerful edge. You can use astrology to understand these cycles and use
them for YOUR best timing to achieve your goals. All the information gleaned from analyzing wealth through the planetary cycles, billionaire's charts, the stock market, and lottery
winners relates to YOU and how YOU can use astrology to create your best timing to achieve wealth and prosperity.
This book devotes a chapter to each RTK family and the multiple receptors within each family, thoroughly covering all of the RTKs. The chapters all follow the same structure,
presenting this essential information in an accessible and user-friendly format. Each chapter covers one specific family of receptors and begins with a general introduction to that
family and a comprehensive discussion of that receptor’s family in development and human disease. Following are in-depth analyses of each family’s receptors with discussions
on the gene, protein, ligands, activation, and signaling pathways along with discussion of receptor processing and signal attenuation. Further, cross talk with other receptors
systems, post-translational modification and specific unique characteristics to each RTK are discussed. Because it isolates and explains each family, this book is an essential
companion volume to Receptor Tyrosine Kinases: Structure, Functions and Role in Human Disease, by the same authors, which talks about RTKs more generally and without
the family-by-family detail.
La vicenda - mentre a Roma si sta riunendo il conclave per l'elezione del nuovo papa - e ambientata ad Almeda, un paese immaginario della Sicilia occidentale, in un tempo ambiguo, in
un'atmosfera percorsa dal senso della fine e del male. Un umile impiegato di provincia, Taddeo Medina, attore dilettante di sacre rappresentazioni, improvvisamente durante la recita del
Mortorio impazzisce, un suo amico, Temistocle Gasdia, che interpreta Giuda muore sulla scena. Tre loro amici, appassionati come i primi di funerali, sotto la guida di uno dei tre, Vargas, si
prendono cura del folle. Partendo da una strana lettera trovata nel copione del Gasdia, in un cui si parla di un Protocollo per l'elezione del papa, mentre si occupa con gli amici del folle Taddeo
che progressivamente si trasforma in poeta musico e infine in maestro e profeta (tra gli altri, Lao-tzu, Confucio, Krishna, Milarepa, Padmasambhava, San Francesco, Ahmed, Salomone, Y.),
Vargas indaga.
From the first amateur leagues of the 1860s to the exploits of Livan and Orlando "El Duque" Hernandez, here is the definitive history of baseball in Cuba. Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria
expertly traces the arc of the game, intertwining its heroes and their stories with the politics, music, dance, and literature of the Cuban people. What emerges is more than a story of balls and
strikes, but a richly detailed history of Cuba told from the unique cultural perch of the baseball diamond. Filling a void created by Cuba's rejection of bullfighting and Spanish hegemony,
baseball quickly became a crucial stitch in the complex social fabric of the island. By the early 1940s Cuba had become major conduit in spreading the game throughout Latin America, and a
proving ground for some of the greatest talent in all of baseball, where white major leaguers and Negro League players from the U.S. all competed on the same fields with the cream of Latin
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talent. Indeed, readers will be introduced to several black ballplayers of Afro-Cuban descent who played in the Major Leagues before Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier once and for all.
Often dramatic, and always culturally resonant, Gonzalez Echevarria's narrative expertly lays open the paradox of fierce Cuban independence from the U.S. with Cuba's love for our national
pastime. It shows how Fidel Castro cannily associated himself with the sport for patriotic p.r.--and reveals that his supposed baseball talent is purely mythical. Based on extensive primary
research and a wealth of interviews, the colorful, often dramatic anecdotes and stories in this distinguished book comprise the most comprehensive history of Cuban baseball yet published
and ultimately adds a vital lost chapter to the history of baseball in the U.S.
In this stimulating how-to book, a scientist Dr. Dan Swan (D.Engr.) provides an answer to one of life's most important questions, "How in the world does one find miracles?" When a miracle
occurred in his life in 1994 at a time when he desperately needed it. This miracle caused a series of revelations that ultimately led him down a spiritual path, completely changing his busy life,
his scientific mindset and the way he viewed this chaotic world. Taking the reader on a fascinating tour of his real-life experience, Dr. Swan explains how he began his spiritual journey by
learning hands-on energy healing in order to help save his father who had suffered a major stroke. Through his real-life experience as an energy healer, using the healing power from God, he
found that miracles happened to patients who were ordinary people like you and him. He witnessed that miracles do happen many times to people who are in desperate need. From his
experience, he shows in this book that anyone can become an energy healer and be able to heal loved ones and family members. People of all religious faiths as well as non-believers can
transform their physical bodies to Light bodies using the healing power from God. In fact, all major religions including Christianity, Hinduism, and Buddhism, encourage people to make the
higher transformation to a union with God or Universal Consciousness. And, he shows the reader step-by-step of how to do it. Using Dr. Swan's method, the spiritual journey can be completed
in a short period of time. He successfully merges new scientific findings with ancient wisdom, resulting in an easy-to- understand guide for someone at any spiritual level. Readers will learn
from leading quantum physicists and medical doctors, as well as spiritual teachers from around the world. Dr. Swan's instructions set the stage for a spiritual voyage of self-discovery. His book
is a timely guide for the year 2012 and beyond, preparing all of us for the age of the New Earth in the near future.
Yoga Secrets: 52 Life-Changing Secrets. Calm your pain, stress, and anxiety and find more energy, happiness, and meaning in your life. Create lasting happiness in your life. Enjoy more
success and meaning. Learn to overcome the daily challenges from health, work, and relationships. These 52 easy to use lessons follow the ancient wisdom of the Eight Limbs of Yoga from
the Yoga Sutras. The lessons can help open your heart on your journey toward enlightenment and joy. Ken Heptig presents a system with 52 lessons, refined while teaching thousands of
yoga classes. He improved the lessons for simplicity and clarity until his students could absorb the lessons while practicing different levels of yoga. This book is suitable for anyone with or
without a physical practice of yoga. You can use the lessons on your own or add them to a group activity like sporting events, classrooms, and certainly yoga classes.
“Narratore, autentico e instancabile, della razza di un Georges Simenon”, come lo definì fulmineo Oreste del Buono, Giorgio Scerbanenco veniva da lontano, da quella Russia zarista che
lasciò ancora in fasce e che lo accompagnerà per sempre nel suono di un cognome diventato il marchio del maestro indiscusso del noir italiano. La vita di Scerbanenco, ricostruita in questo
libro per la prima volta dalla figlia Cecilia attingendo a un’ampia mole di documenti dall’archivio di famiglia, ha il ritmo della sua scrittura: instancabile, multiforme, tagliente nell’indagare le
sottigliezze dell’animo umano, illuminata dall’ironia. Una scrittura al servizio dei lettori dapprima nelle redazioni dei giornali e dei periodici con cui collabora dagli anni ’30, segnalato da
Cesare Zavattini che aveva intuito il talento di quel giovane che batteva sui tasti della macchina da scrivere. Negli anni ’60 arriva finalmente il successo in libreria con la serie di romanzi con
protagonista Duca Lamberti, che gli valgono la consacrazione internazionale: dopo una vita nell’ombra, spesso scrivendo sotto pseudonimo, la stella di Scerbanenco poteva finalmente
brillare. L’autore di Venere privata e Milano calibro 9 rivive in queste pagine nelle sue molteplici scritture, dal rosa al giallo, dalla radio al cinema, e in un’inedita dimensione privata, piena di
sorprese e inquietudini come la trama di uno dei suoi romanzi.
This collection of reviews contains contributions by internationally recognized immunologists and molecular and cellular neurobiologists. Uniquely, it puts side by side cellular communication
devices and signaling mechanisms in the immune and nervous systems and discusses mechanisms of interaction between the two systems, the significance of which has only recently been
fully appreciated.
Professor Astro Cat is back to explain the world of physics!

All students of mathematics know of Peano's postulates for the natural numbers and his famous space-filling curve, yet their knowledge often stops there. Part of the reason is
that there has not until now been a full-scale study of his life and works. This must surely be surprising, when one realizes the length of his academic career (over 50 years) and
the extent of his publica tions (over 200) in a wide variety of fields, many of which had immediate and long-term effects on the development of modern mathematics. A study of
his life seems long overdue. It appeared to me that the most likely person to write a biography of Peano would be his devoted disciple Ugo Cassina, with whom I studied at the
University of Milan in 1957-58. I wrote to Professor Cassina on 29 October, 1963, inquiring if he planned to write the biography, and I offered him my assistance, since I hoped to
return to Italy for a year. He replied on 28 November, 1963, suggesting that we collaborate, meaning by this that I would write the biography, in English, using his material and
advice. I gladly agreed to this suggestion, but work on the project had hardly begun when Professor Cassina died unexpectedly on 5 October, 1964. I then decided to continue
the project on my own. I spent the academic year 1966-67 in Turin; completion of the book took ten years.
Can artificial intelligence learn mathematics? The question is at the heart of this original monograph bringing together theoretical physics, modern geometry, and data science.
The study of Calabi–Yau manifolds lies at an exciting intersection between physics and mathematics. Recently, there has been much activity in applying machine learning to
solve otherwise intractable problems, to conjecture new formulae, or to understand the underlying structure of mathematics. In this book, insights from string and quantum field
theory are combined with powerful techniques from complex and algebraic geometry, then translated into algorithms with the ultimate aim of deriving new information about
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Calabi–Yau manifolds. While the motivation comes from mathematical physics, the techniques are purely mathematical and the theme is that of explicit calculations. The reader
is guided through the theory and provided with explicit computer code in standard software such as SageMath, Python and Mathematica to gain hands-on experience in
applications of artificial intelligence to geometry. Driven by data and written in an informal style, The Calabi–Yau Landscape makes cutting-edge topics in mathematical physics,
geometry and machine learning readily accessible to graduate students and beyond. The overriding ambition is to introduce some modern mathematics to the physicist, some
modern physics to the mathematician, and machine learning to both.
Come and listen! THE HEBREW LETTERS SPEAK! We are the Aleph-Beit, the Letters of the Hebrew Alphabet, the building blocks of Creating. "As Letters, we bring forth love to
the world from our realm of Oneness. Our responses to your questions and concerns present endless possibilities. Some information is new. Some responses reflect back what
you may already know ... with a reminder for emphasis. Some expand and deepen understanding. Some share a story! "We welcome you as friends. Age is no limit.
Circumstance is no barrier. Ideas we bring forward will offer emotional support, mystical awareness, and sometimes, humor. "Meditate with us! There may be surprises!"
How do you respond to unfairness? How do you play fair if the rules are rigged? The gift of dwarf planet Eris is the coping skills to creatively navigate and outwit foes on unlevel
playing fields and find a cause to champion. This guide covers Eris' journey in the 12 houses and aspects with other planets; conjunction, semi-sextile, sextile, square, trine,
quincunx and opposition. The author gives a fun memory-tool, the "A-B-C's of Eris" to help you know the ways Eris impacts the chart. Examples of 300+ famous people with Eris
aspects brings the interpretations alive. Amy Shapiro was the first to call Eris a 'Provocateur' (in Forces At Work: Astrology And Career), based on Eris' legendary golden apple
exposing over-sized egos. Her job is to awaken our higher impulses. This book extends a long-awaited invitation to Eris -- to join the astrological party as the guest of honor!
Reviewers' Comments: "Amy Shapiro has 'done it again' in providing us with a far more useful interpretation of planet Eris than the 'goddess of discord' label originally received
from her discoverers. As Provocateur, Eris has a huge variety of ways her placements by sign, house and aspect can be interpreted. Invite Eris to your party and open yourself to
be provoked to new and interesting perspectives!" Maria Kay Simms, author: Moon Tides, Soul Passages; Dial Detective; Your Magical Child and Astrology and the Power of
Eight "As Oscar Wilde once said, 'The only thing worse than being talked about, is not being talked about.' For years astrologers have not been talking about Eris. Inviting Eris To
The Party is a fine book that adds a lot to the discussion of Eris and should get tongues wagging. It may get astrologers thinking about Eris the way they have been thinking
about Chiron all these years." Tom Canfield, author: Yankee Doodle Discord: A Walk with Planet Eris Through USA History, and Eris In Signs, Houses, Aspects
Professor Astro Gatto e le frontiere dello spazioProfessor Astro Cat's Frontiers of SpaceProfessor Astro Cat
The dramatic story of neighbors in a small Danish fishing village who, during the Holocaust, shelter a Jewish family waiting to be ferried to safety in Sweden. It is 1943 in Nazioccupied Denmark. Anett and her parents are hiding a Jewish woman and her son, Carl, in their cellar until a fishing boat can take them across the sound to neutral Sweden. The
soldiers patrolling their street are growing suspicious, so Carl and his mama must make their way to the harbor despite a cloudy sky with no moon to guide them. Worried about
their safety, Anett devises a clever and unusual plan for their safe passage to the harbor. Based on a true story.
This open access book explores commentaries on an influential text of pre-Copernican astronomy in Europe. It features essays that take a close look at key intellectuals and how
they engaged with the main ideas of this qualitative introduction to geocentric cosmology. Johannes de Sacrobosco compiled his Tractatus de sphaera during the thirteenth
century in the frame of his teaching activities at the then recently founded University of Paris. It soon became a mandatory text all over Europe. As a result, a tradition of
commentaries to the text was soon established and flourished until the second half of the 17th century. Here, readers will find an informative overview of these commentaries
complete with a rich context. The essays explore the educational and social backgrounds of the writers. They also detail how their careers developed after the publication of their
commentaries, the institutions and patrons they were affiliated with, what their agenda was, and whether and how they actually accomplished it. The editor of this collection
considers these scientific commentaries as genuine scientific works. The contributors investigate them here not only in reference to the work on which it comments but also, and
especially, as independent scientific contributions that are socially, institutionally, and intellectually contextualized around their authors.
Dr. Oskar Adler was a major influence in the cultural life of pre-WWII Vienna, Austria and is still considered today to be the "father" of the Munich-based school of psychological astrology. Amy Shapiro creates
a portrait of Adler with letters and memoirs of those who knew him or knew of him, including Albert Einstein, Hans Keller, Louis Krasner, Arnold Schoenberg and many others. First published as an e-book,
this print volume has more stories, photos and reflections. Adler was a musician, MD, philosopher, author and astrologer who became a WWII intellectual refugee. He wrote The Testament of Astrology in 7
volumes (also available) and The Critique of Pure Music.
Far into the future after years of technological advancement the relationship between humans and robots is changing. Reduced energy stores means humans can no longer rely on the support of their
technological counterparts. In the midst of this turmoil one woman faces her own heartbreak at the hands of a manipulative friend. Jeremy Sorese explores how heartbreak can make us feel like the center of
the universe and how the realization that we aren't is often more painful than heartbreak itself. A stunning debut of futuristically epic proportions that juxtaposes the mechanical breakdown of the world against
a compellingly quiet and human tale. Jeremy Sorese was born in Berlin, raised in Virginia, and educated in Georgia at the Savannah College of Art and Design before becoming a resident of La Maison des
Auteurs in Angouleme, France. He is the creator and current writer of the Steven Universe comic series, published monthly by BOOM studios. He lives in Brooklyn, New York.
A part of Harper Perennial’s special “Resistance Library” highlighting classic works that illuminate our times: A special edition reissue of Stanley Milgram’s landmark examination of humanity’s susceptibility
to authoritarianism. “The classic account of the human tendency to follow orders, no matter who they hurt or what their consequences.” — Washington Post Book World In the 1960s, Yale University
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psychologist Stanley Milgram famously carried out a series of experiments that forever changed our perceptions of morality and free will. The subjects—or “teachers”—were instructed to administer
electroshocks to a human “learner,” with the shocks becoming progressively more powerful and painful. Controversial but now strongly vindicated by the scientific community, these experiments attempted to
determine to what extent people will obey orders from authority figures regardless of consequences. “Milgram’s experiments on obedience have made us more aware of the dangers of uncritically accepting
authority,” wrote Peter Singer in the New York Times Book Review. With an introduction from Dr. Philip Zimbardo, who conducted the famous Stanford Prison Experiment, Obedience to Authority is
Milgram’s fascinating and troubling chronicle of his classic study and a vivid and persuasive explanation of his conclusions.
This volume is an important re-evaluation of space and spatiality in the late Renaissance and early modern period. History of science has generally reduced sixteenth and seventeenth century space to a few
canonical forms. This volume gives a much needed antidote. The contributing chapters examine the period’s staggering richness of spatiality: the geometrical, geographical, perceptual and elemental
conceptualizations of space that abounded. The goal is to begin to reconstruct the amalgam of “spaces” which co-existed and cross-fertilized in the period’s many disciplines and visions of nature. Our
volume will be a valuable resource for historians of science, philosophy and art, and for cultural and literary theorists.
Designed for astronomers worldwide, the almanac provides details of thousands of astronomical events from 2016 through to the end of 2020. Written by a former freelance writer for Astronomy magazine,
the guide includes almost daily data and information on the Moon and planets, as well as Pluto, Ceres, Pallas, Juno and Vesta: * The phases of the Moon * Conjunctions between the Moon, planets and
asteroids (including angular separation for conjunctions involving the planets and asteroids.) * Lunar and Solar eclipses * Annual summaries of when to observe the planets and asteroids * Annual summaries
of notable close planetary conjunctions * Peak dates for the major meteor showers with moon phase * Dates of perihelion, aphelion, perigee and apogee for the planets and asteroids * Inferior and Superior
conjunction for Mercury and Venus * Greatest Eastern and Western elongation for Mercury and Venus * Opposition and solar conjunction dates for the outer planets and asteroids * Apparent diameter
changes for the planets * Magnitude changes for the planets and asteroids * Constellation changes for the Sun, planets and asteroids * Dates of the equinoxes and solstices Whether you're an expert
astronomer or a casual star gazer, the almanac is the essential guide for observers everywhere. (The first edition, detailing 2015-2019, has been downloaded nearly 6,000 times and has sold hundreds of
paperback copies. It was ranked #1 in Free Kindle Astronomy books, #3 in Paid Kindle Astronomy books and within the Top 50 of ALL Free Kindle Books.)
Digital web comic compiled. Contains 10 issues plus a "Making of" special.
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